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1 
READING 

reading readiness 
decoding  
vocabulary 

comprehension 
study skills 

2 
WRITING 

composition 
response to reading 

spelling 
grammar  

punctuation 

3 
LANGUAGE 
processing 
expression 
story retell 
vocabulary 

social language 

Summer Skills Booster Camp 
A Half-Day Language & Literacy Camp containing 3 carefully 
selected classes (specific to need) in reading, writing, & language. 
Each class will be taught by a different speech therapist in her 
area of expertise - providing your child with the ultimate trifecta!

Here’s An Example: 

๏ 9:00-9:50:  Code Busters: 
reading decoding & spelling  

๏ 10:00-11:00: Writing SOS: 
expanded paragraphs 

๏ 11:10-12:00:  Text Forensics: 
vocabulary & context clues 

The Breakdown: 

The Half-Day Camp is 3-hours, twice a 
week, with a minimum enrollment period 
of 2 weeks. Each class is taught by a 
different therapist, which provides variety 
& makes the time fly!  The classes run in 
one 60-min & two 50-min time increments, 
with small breaks in between. The camp is 
offered in a group format (2-6 students) 
which makes the learning process fun, 
interactive, and affordable. Your camp 
weeks will be selected based on matching 
criteria and availability. 

Bottom Line: 

The camp will arm your child 
with effective research-based 

strategies to maximize confidence 
and academic success in the 

next school year! 

http://www.lemontreecenter.com
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Our Favorite Season 

The summer offers a 
short but precious 
learning opportunity in 
which our students’ 
brains are like sponges, 
not tired from learning 
all day!  We don’t want 
to lose hard-earned 
gains made throughout 
the year to the “Summer 
Slide”.   Our goal is to 
make it successful, fun,   
and efficient! 

SUMMER SKILLS BOOSTER CAMP

DURATION OF CAMP TOTAL TUITION

2 WEEKS (12 HOURS) $720

3 WEEKS (18 HOURS) $1080

4 WEEKS (24 HOURS) $1440

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION (10 SESSION MINIMUM ; 5-10 WEEKS)

DURATION OF INSTRUCTION FEE PER SESSION
TOTAL TUITION 
(10 SESSIONS)

45 Minute Session 
(10 Sessions = 7.5 Hours) $72.00 $720

60 Minute Session 
(10 Sessions = 10 Hours) $96.00 $960

Summer Enrollment: 

Families may enroll their child in two, three or four weeks of 
camp depending on their child’s level of need, family schedule, & 
budget.  Individual instruction is also offered for those whose needs 
are more individualized (10 session minimum ; 5-10 weeks). 

Concentrated Time 
Concentrated intervention 
across a variety of areas  

 will maximize your child’s 
progress in a shorter time, 
allowing you vacation time.

Group Format 
Kids love learning with 

like-minded peers!  
Interactive learning 
promotes interest, 

fun, & camaraderie!

The Trifecta 
Three areas of literacy & 
language will be targeted 

to give your child an 
added edge across all 

subjects in the next 
school year!

Affordability 
Camp makes quality  

intervention affordable!  
You get amazing bang for 
your buck!  Check out the 
tuition relative to the hours 

of instruction.

Summer Program: 

June 3 - August 8 
(total of 10 weeks)

Screening New Students Now!  Registration Opens In March 

Call to schedule your 1st time admissions appointment:  813-854-3000

Camp Perks  

http://www.lemontreecenter.com
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summer program ✺ class descriptions 
✺ Ready, Set, Read! (Early Reading Readiness) 
Using Orton-Gillingham methods, this class lays the foundation needed to break the early 
written code for children in grades K or 1 who are not acquiring typical reading & writing 
development via traditional education methods.  This class is especially ideal for the child whose 
preschool or Kindergarten teacher has expressed concern regarding weak phonics skills. 

✺ Code Busters (Orton-Gillingham Based Reading Decoding & Spelling Intervention) 
Using Orton-Gillingham intervention, Code Busters retrains the brain with sequential & systematic 
rule-based strategies that break the written code and make reading decoding, sight word recognition, 
spelling, & reading fluency more efficient. 

✺Writing S.O.S. (Sentence to Paragraph to Essay Writing)     

Using a systematic & leveled approach to writing, students learn how to clearly and effectively 
structure their thoughts in the written form at the basic sentence and paragraph levels first. With 
the foundational basics in place, students can then learn to expand their writing while learning to 
write a variety of paragraph kinds (example, reason, persuasion, narration, & compare/contrast).  
Students can then progress to write an essay while targeting similar essay kinds. Lastly, students 
learn the rules for punctuation, capitalization, tense, & agreement which develops their ability 
to proofread & edit their essays. 

✺Text Forensics (Oral Retell, Reading Comprehension, & Critical Thinking) 
Text Forensics (TF) - Fiction & Non-Fiction targets oral retell, reading comprehension, and critical 
thinking.  Using research-based intervention, this class targets explicit awareness of text, which in 
turn develops text organization, comprehension, and expression (verbal & written). TF - Study 
Strategies, ideal for older students,  teaches & applies critical thinking & study skills directly to 
the student’s content subjects.  TF - Response to Reading teaches students how to analyze text, 
gather evidence, & make deductions to formulate & write logical arguments, explanations, 
and narratives based on claims, solid reasoning, & relevant evidence. 

✺ Social Forensics (Social Thinking®  & Language) 
Using the framework of Michelle Garcia Winner’s Social Thinking® , this class teaches students to 
monitor their thoughts, emotions, & actions and adjust them accordingly to meet the expected 
demands of a given situation.  

✺ Speech & Language (Speech, Expressive & Receptive Language & Fluency) 
Lemon Tree is a comprehensive speech-language therapy practice offering services in expressive & 
receptive language disorders, speech delays, language processing difficulties, as well as fluency disorders. 
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summer program guide ✺ helpful information 

Getting Started

A first time admissions screening is mandatory & the first step for new students.  The admissions 
screening includes a review of your child’s records, a parent & child consultation, and a screening 
which will help the therapist create a treatment plan specific to your child’s needs and goals as well as  
develop matching criteria for potential group instruction. A summer registration form outlining the 
summer program options with recommendations will also be provided & reviewed. 


Registration for the Summer Program 
Current Student Registration extends Feb 19 - 28.  New Student Registration extends Mar 1 - Apr 30.  
Please don’t wait until the last minute to register.  Camp weeks and individual sessions will be filled in 
the order registration forms are received.  New students are strongly encouraged to start the 
screening & enrollment process February-March to secure placement in the program.  Signed 
and completed registration forms must be received no later than the registration deadline on April 30.   

Matching Criteria For Summer Skills Booster Camp 
Students are carefully grouped according to matched objectives, skill level, age, and scheduling 
availability.  The number of students per camp ranges from 2-6 students. The option of camp may 
not be available for every child.  If camp is not available for your child, Lemon Tree will offer you 
individual instruction (10 session minimum; 5-10 weeks).


Attendance Requirement  
Attendance is mandatory for the entire duration in which you enroll.  There are no reimbursements 
& no make-ups for missed classes (planned or unplanned).


Payment Schedule  
A non-refundable deposit of $300 (applied towards your summer tuition) is required for 
enrollment due no later than the registration deadline on April 30. You will be provided with your 
child’s final summer schedule in mid-May. The remaining balance of your child’s total summer 
tuition will be due/drafted May 1.  No refunds on tuition balances thereafter. 

Therapist’s Credentials & Training 
Lemon Tree’s professional staff is comprised of speech therapists holding Master’s degrees, 
specifically trained in language-based learning differences. The speech therapists are trained in highly 
effective research-based interventions that target the root of the underlying deficit by successfully 
retraining processing pathways that make reading, writing, and language more efficient. Our 
specialized instruction, unique teaching philosophies, and deep rooted understanding and passion 
for language-based learning differences set us apart from large broad-based practices or national 
chain learning centers.  Hands down, Lemon Tree’s Summer Program will be your best Summer Investment!
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